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                                                                Abstract
  

This paper investigates the possibility of extending the likelihood treatment of support to situations in which the evidence and the hypotheses supported by the evidence are all outcomes of a chance process. An example is when we ask how much support the observed sequence of heads and tails gives to the hypothesis that the next toss will be a head. I begin by discussing Sober’s approach to a problem of this type: that of estimating how much support the observation that I have a mind gives to the hypothesis that you do. I criticize his approach, and offer a general solution to the problem. 
                        
                             I 
Elliott Sober has for some time been pursuing the project of supplying probabilistic foundations for scientific reasoning in biology, and especially in evolutionary theory. As the project has evolved, a secondary goal has emerged: that of showing that biological reasoning rests not just on a probabilistic foundation but on a specific sort of probabilistic foundation. This is the approach championed at various times by Hacking [2], Edwards [1], (most recently) Royall [5], and many others, according to which the evidential support conferred by evidence E on a hypothesis H should be evaluated by comparing the likelihood p(E|H) with the likelihoods p(E|H') of the other hypotheses that compete with H. 

My one-sentence summary of the position of the 'likelihoodists' might seem to commit them to the view that wherever we are preanalytically inclined to speak of evidence as supporting one hypothesis over another, this difference will be reflected in the likelihood ratio. Actually their position is, or ought to be, somewhat subtler than that. Here's an example to show why: suppose our background information is that a certain deck of cards has been drawn at random from a collection of decks of which half are all clubs and half a 4:1 mix of hearts and diamonds. Let E be the statement that the deck in fact is composed of hearts and diamonds; let H be the hypothesis that on a certain random draw a heart was drawn, H' that the same draw produced a diamond. Then we would feel no hesitation in saying that E supports H over H'; p(E|H) and p(E|H'), however, are, depending on one's view about what sort of probability p is supposed to be, either both 1 or both ill-defined. Faced with this sort of example, there are no doubt some likelihoodists who would try, implausibly, to claim that there is no sense whatever in which E supports H over H'; most however would respond by making distinctions: there are various relations that go by the name of 'support' and likelihood ratios do not measure all of them - only one of the more important and interesting ones. 

This leaves open the question, just what is the distinction between the sort of support that we should measure by likelihood ratios, and all the other kinds of support? The example just raised suggests an easy answer to this question. In most of the standard examples, the evidence is the outcome of a chance set-up, and the hypothesis is some claim about the parameters of that set-up; here the evidence is about the set-up, and the hypothesis is about an outcome. This suggests that we might say that likelihood ratios measure the support a (statement about an) outcome of a chance set-up gives to hypotheses about the chances; if one wants to capture the support relation in all the other cases that don't conform to this model, one needs to look elsewhere. This seems a quick and satisfying answer. One can understand, however, why a fan of likelihoods might hope for something more. Perhaps our example, and others like it, show that there is no interest in looking at likelihood ratios when the evidence is about the parameters of a chance set-up and the hypothesis is about the outcome; still there are plenty of other kinds of evidence and kinds of hypothesis, and one might hope that likelihood ratios would cover some of these. One might hope to extend the class of cases in which we can use likelihoods, and still find a principled way to mark them off from cases in which it seems clear that one can not. 

This is the background against which I want to discuss a recent attempt [6] by Sober to push the boundaries of the domain of likelihood reasoning. Sober's interest is in a version of the other minds problem. This is usually treated as a problem about inference: how do I conclude from the evidence of my own mind, and the resemblance between your behavior and mine, that you have a mind too? Sober sees it as a problem not about inference but about support. His goal is to show only that my evidence lends more support to the hypothesis that you have a mind than to the serious competitors to this hypothesis; whether someone might use this fact to infer that you have a mind is quite another question - one that might involve asking how probable (as opposed to likely) he thought it that you had a mind in advance of the evidence; in any case, this question is no concern of Sober's. 

Sober’s conception of support is explicitly a likelihood conception: taking the facts about behavior as background information, what he wants to show is that, relative to this background, the hypothesis that you have a mind is more likely than its competitors on the evidence that I have a mind. Notice the way in which this extends the usual likelihood framework. My having a mind is in no sense a causal or stochastic consequence of your having a mind; this is rather a case in which both evidence and hypothesis are statements about the outcomes of a chance process involving the genetic makeup of our ancestors and the mechanisms of inheritance. It is worth stressing out that this sort of situation, in which both our evidence and our hypothesis are statements about the outcomes of a chance process, is extremely widespread, and that few of its other instances share the anomalies of the other minds situation: e.g. the complete unclarity of what our hypothesis really comes to, not to mention the special features of my epistemic situation, not just vis-à-vis me, but vis-à-vis you as well. Here is a biological example: discovering that one person's inability to digest milk is caused by the absence of a certain enzyme, I get some support for the hypothesis that another lactose intolerant person is also missing the same enzyme. Stepping outside the biological context, the familiar problem of induction (restated as a problem about support) is just the same sort of situation: having watched many tosses of a coin and observing that 2/3 of them have come up heads, I might ask how much support my evidence gives to the hypothesis that the next toss will be a head. Because Sober’s specific arguments in favor of his approach to the other minds version of the problem are so closely geared to just that version, I will initially couch the discussion in terms of other minds; the reader who is little interest in other minds and wants to see just the bare bones of the approach I am recommending will lose little by skipping to section 2, where I treat the more transparent coin case in a fairly self-contained fashion. 

Let us turn now to Sober's analysis of the other minds problem. Taking it as a problem in which I (Self) try to figure out whether you (Other) have a mind, he takes as the serious competing hypotheses to be, first, that Other has Mind - that your 'minded' behavior is caused by your having a mind; and, second, that Other has Z - that your behavior is caused by some other mechanism Z. Of the various things I presumably know that bear on these two hypotheses, Sober breaks out one item in particular, and calls this the evidence (so that the rest goes into the background against which the various probabilities are evaluated); this is the fact that Self has Mind, which I know by introspection. So the likelihoods that will be relevant here are p(Self has Mind| Other has Mind) and p(Self has Mind|Other has no Mind). Sober doesn't argue for the assumption that there is only one competing mechanism Z. Presumably if he can show that Other has Mind is more likely than any Z you might pick, we don't need to worry about comparing it with the hypothesis that some unspecified other Z causes the behavior1. In any case, I will follow him in supposing there is only one competing mechanism. 

Sober's argument rests on a well-known theorem that appears in some of Reichenbach's writings on common causes: given that a certain event X (think of X as a common cause of two outcomes) raises the probability of two events A and B (the outcomes) [formally: p(A|X)>p(A); p(B|X)>p(B)] and given that both X and -X 'screen off' A from B [p(A&B|X)=p(A|X)(p(B|X), and similarly with -X for X] then, so long as X does not have either of the extreme probabilities 0,1, it will follow that p(A|B)>p(A), equivalently p(A|B)>p(A|-B). 

As Sober applies this theorem, what play the roles of A and B are 'Self has Mind' and 'Other has Mind,' so the final comparison of likelihoods takes the form p(Self has Mind|Other has Mind)>p(Self has Mind| Other has Z). Sober never tells us explicitly what plays the role of X; but another example that he discusses in detail suggests what he intends here. That example concerns transmission of characteristics across species, and there the appropriate X is that the most recent common ancestor of two species has a certain heritable trait. In the other minds case, we will presumably want to look at yours and my common ancestors in the ordinary sense - the human beings from whom we are descended. There are some complexities here. We cannot let X be that our closest common ancestor had a mind; even if there was only one such ancestor - say a maternal grandparent - her mindedness or lack of it need not screen my mindedness off from yours: we may share paternal great-grandparents. A more plausible approach would be to look at the set S of the latest common ancestors in every lineage: i.e. all the shared ancestors none of whose lines to either of us includes additional shared ancestors. Then X can be: that everyone in S had a mind. Here not-X is a composite hypothesis: that 10% or 20% or...of S were minded. Such composite hypotheses cannot be expected to screen off A from B; this creates an apparent obstacle to using Reichenbach's argument. The obstacle can be gotten around2; nonetheless, it will be easier for us to use an X which meets Reichenbach's conditions. Let us suppose that we know that all our lineages - yours and mine - go back to a very small group that was genetically homogenous in all relevant respects, and that the lineages diverged thereafter; call this group 'our common ancestor'. Then we can let our X be: that this common ancestor had a mind; and we may with some plausibility suppose that -X as well as X screens off A from B. 

Let us now look at the various probabilities that play a role in Reichenbach's result, beginning with those of the form p( |X). It seems clear that Sober cannot be thinking of these as equal to either to my actual or my rationally mandated degrees of belief. One way to see this is to look at the screening-off formula p(A&B|X)=p(A|X)(p(B|X), in an equivalent formulation p(B|X&A)=p(B|X). This last formula is plainly false if you read p as standing for my degrees of belief: if I knew that X was true, I would still take my having a mind as positively relevant to the hypothesis that mind is heritable, and therefore positively relevant to your having a mind. Nor can we read the various p( |X) as denoting actual frequencies. The argument uses screening-off formulas of both the forms p( |X) and p( |-X): read as actual frequencies, the first of these is ill-defined if X is false, the second if X is true. So the values of the various p( |X), p( |-X) are presumably given by causal probabilities or chances: p(A|X) is the chance that a descendent of a minded group of primates (appropriately many generations later) will have a mind.3. 

Other probabilities in the argument are more problematic. Consider p(A|B). This can't be read as the chance of my coming up with a mind on a set-up which consists of you having one. How then are we to read it? Standard manipulations allow us to write it in terms of formulas involving various p( |X), p( |-X), together with p(X), and p(-X). We can go no further without making sense of p(X). It was unavoidable that we take p(X) seriously sooner or later: Reichenbach's theorem needs p(X) to be not only well-defined, but in fact to have a non-extreme value (else A and B turn out probabilistically independent). How are we to interpret it? It seems incompatible with the likelihood tradition and Sober's own approach to think of p(X) as a Bayesian-style degree of belief. We might read it as a frequency - e.g. the frequency of minded species among animal species in general - or perhaps as a causal probability: say the chance that the appropriately distant ancestors of our little group of ancestors would produce a group of primates with minds. 

It will have already occurred to the reader that some of these probabilities are going to be difficult to estimate. Sober calls attention to this, but I think understates its importance. What he says is that his argument settles the question of whether the evidence supports your having a mind, but leaves open how strong this support is. Now supposing that Sober thinks, as I assume most of us do, that my evidence in favor of your having a mind is actually pretty good, this remark might mean that supplementing the likelihoods with some other way of reading the evidence will turn out finally to produce a quantitatively impressive amount of support for the hypothesis that you have a mind. But reading him this way suggests a less wholehearted commitment to likelihoods than is evident elsewhere in the paper, and in his work as a whole. I assume that, in calling p(A|B) a likelihood, Sober is committing himself to the claim that the ratio p(A|B)/p(A|-B) is the measure of comparative support, and that therefore the only way to show that A gives a good deal of support to B, as against -B, is to show that this number is high. To do this, one would need somehow to give more precise values - they don't need to be very precise4 - to the various probabilities that appear in the formal proof that p(A|B)/p(A|-B)>1. The trouble is that it is hard to imagine any way to assign a value to p(A|B)/p(A|-B) without assigning values to P(A|B) and p(A|-B), and hard to see how to do this without assigning values both to p(X) and to the various p(A|(X), p(B|(X). But this all seems completely out of reach: how am I to estimate, e.g. the heritability of mind, given that so far I know of only one minded creature in the world?5 

I suppose one might bite the bullet here and accept what is after all a sceptical conclusion: that I do not know, and seem to have little prospect of finding out, whether my evidence gives significant support to the thesis that you have a mind. But this seems at odds with the conviction I mentioned above, which I expect the reader shares: that I have, and know I have, pretty good evidence that you have a mind, that if you're lactose-intolerant you're missing the same enzyme I am, etc. And likewise it is at odds with what most of us expect from a notion of support: namely, that we be able to know how much support our evidence gives us for the hypotheses we are interested in. 
                       
                             II

It will be helpful at this point to compare Sober's problem with a very similar problem less surrounded with obscuring detail, namely the standard problem of straight induction. Formulated as a problem about support, this is the problem of saying quantitatively how much support we have for the hypothesis that the next toss of a coin will come up heads, after we have had a chance to observe an earlier series of tosses. As in the other minds case, our evidence is one outcome (series of outcomes) of a chance process and our hypothesis is another outcome, or series of outcomes, of the same process. To make things concrete in the coin case, suppose that I am told at the outset that the coin is biased either .75 for heads or .75 for tails. Then if I observe, say, 68 heads in 100 tosses, it seems that I have strong (relative) support for the hypothesis that the next toss will come up heads, but using the Reichenbachian argument to account for this seems hopeless: by treating the bias of the coin as a 'common cause' of the outcomes, one can formally imitate the Reichenbachian argument to show that p(68 heads out of a hundred| next toss heads)>p(68 heads out of a hundred|next toss tails) but as in the Other Minds case the argument goes through only if we assume there are well-defined (and non-trivial) chances for the bias; and in any case it tells us nothing about the magnitude of the ratio. 

As in Sober's argument, we can embrace a sceptical conclusion here: we might insist that in order for it to make sense to speak of how much support we have for the prediction that the coin will come up heads, the coin must have been selected by a chance process, and that to know how much support we have, we need specific information about that process. Before we draw this conclusion, however, I suggest we ask whether, even if we knew the chance that the coin was biased, the likelihood ratio would give us the degree of support we would expect. And here it is worth noticing that no matter how long we toss the coin, and no matter how the tosses turn out, our initial knowledge about the chance the coin was biased will continue to play a role - in some circumstances, a crucial role - in what we calculate as the likelihood ratio p(our observations so far| next toss heads)/p(our observations so far|next toss tails). The situation is quite opposite to the familiar Bayesian phenomenon of 'swamping the priors': here what happens is that the 'priors' - the known probabilities governing the method in which the coin was selected - will sometimes refuse to get swamped. Thus, for example, suppose that we toss our coin, known to be biassed .75 for heads or .75 for tails, for a very long time and that the coin is in fact biased for heads, so that our observations O consist in seeing very nearly ¾ heads. Then (interpreting all probabilities in terms of our initial probabilities for the experiment of choosing the coin, then flipping it) our likelihood ratio can be written as a product of two fractions: the first is p(next toss is heads| O)/p(next toss is tails|O) and the second is p(the next toss is a tail)/p(the next toss is a head). Since p(next toss is heads|O)  p(next toss is heads| the bias is for heads) = .75, and p(next toss for tails|O)  p(next toss is tails| the bias is for heads) = .25, the first ratio is no greater than 3:1. The second ratio is fixed by the initial circumstances of how the coin was selected. If the initial probability of selecting a coin biased for heads is say .9, then this second ratio will be fixed at 12/28, so the support ratio will be at most 1.3:1, no matter how long we have tossed the coin, or how close the frequency of heads has been to .75; if the initial probability of selecting a coin biassed for heads is even higher, the support ratio will be even closer to 1. This is an unwelcome conclusion, and I don’t think we can make it more palatable by arguing that if you already have a high degree of belief in A, then new evidence, since it can't raise your degree of belief very much, also can't comparatively support A much more than -A. The problem with this response – over and above the fact that Sober, like other likelihoodists, is trying to avoid talking about degrees of belief – is that its conclusion is contradicted by what happens in the standard case where we are looking at the likelihood ratio between hypotheses about the parameters of a chance set-up. If I know that a coin was randomly chosen from a vat in which 99% of the coins are biased 3:1 heads, the other 1% 3:1 tails, and I decide to test the bias by flipping, the support ratio - measured by the likelihood ratio - between the hypothesis that it is biased for heads and the hypothesis that it is biased for tails can and probably will increase without bound as the number of trials increases - despite my having started out with a high degree of belief that it is biased for heads. 

This does not show that in cases like Other Minds and induction, where the hypotheses are predictions of the outcomes of a chance hypothesis and the evidence is a record of past outcomes,  Sober's idea of measuring support by a likelihood ratio is entirely unworkable. It may be that there is some notion of support that is accurately measured by this ratio. But it does raise the question whether there is any notion of support that can both be measured by the 'likelihood ratio' in this somewhat non-standard case, and can also be measured by the usual likelihood ratio in the standard cases where the hypotheses are about the nature of the chance process, and the evidence a record of outcomes. It is hard to see how under a univocal notion of support the support ratio can be completely insensitive to the particulars of how the coin was chosen when it is applied to hypotheses about the bias of the coin, and yet be extremely sensitive to the same particulars, when applied to hypotheses about how a particular flip is going to turn out. For someone who, like Sober, wants to measure support by likelihood ratios in the standard cases, the 'likelihood ratio' in cases like Other Minds and induction seems not to be the number we should care about - even if we could calculate it. 
                           
                           III 

This naturally raises the question, whether there is anything a likelihoodist can say about, for example, induction. If a likelihoodist concludes from the above discussion that the only cases in which likelihood ratios measure comparative support are those of the standard form p(outcome E| chance setup H)/p(outcome E|chance setup -H), and if she also continues to maintain that the only way to measure support is via likelihoods, then her position is not an attractive one: she will need to say that, although appropriate observations will strongly support the hypothesis that the coin is biased for heads against the alternative, they will not support the prediction of heads on the next toss against the prediction of tails. Given our interest in what's going to happen next, it is hard to see why anyone would be interested in a notion of support that gives us so little: imagine a doctor telling a patient that the evidence of the tests strongly supported the hypothesis that he had TB, but that there simply was no evidence that he would get very sick without medication! Faced with these difficulties, one might conclude that all this just shows the bankruptcy of the likelihood approach altogether. Perhaps what we need is a Bayesian measure of support such as p(H|E)-p(H); or perhaps we don't even need a notion of support - for doesn't Bayesianism already tell us how to modify our beliefs in response to evidence? I must admit that I have some sympathy with this attitude. But I think it is worth continuing to explore the likelihood approach. It seems to me that Bayesianism, for all its virtues, is really an epistemology most suitable to the situation of a solitary thinker, or a thinker who is prepared to treat other people's utterances as just some more input from the world around him. The advancement of knowledge is however a joint enterprise, and it is not at all obvious that the best way to work together is for everyone to go his own way conditionalizing on his own distribution. 

There is some discussion in the literature of what happens, or ought to happen, when Bayesians with different probability distributions need or want to work together. Of the approaches I am familiar with, Lehrer's [3] suggestion that they come up with an mutually agreed-on distribution which is in some sense an average of their individual distributions seems to me quite implausible as a description of what we actually do - and I would want to begin with a prejudice in favor of whatever methods we in fact use. Levi's [4] picture, in which we retreat to a background of beliefs we agree upon, and then 'deliberate,' seems to me to come much closer to describing what actually happens in practice. Levi does not attempt a general characterization of deliberation: he thinks that different disciplines will have their own appropriate methods. He may be right in thinking that there is nothing to be said about how deliberation proceeds in general. On the other hand, however different the methods, it is striking that the notions of support or weight of evidence show up in all branches of science, and always apparently playing much the same role in our deliberations. I think it is worth asking whether we might already have in place a more general structure of deliberation than Levi sees us as having, and whether a notion of support - one that can command more intersubjective agreement than the Bayesian's p(H|E)-p(H) - might play a central role in that structure. Just what role such a notion might play isn't something I'm prepared to say much about: a natural first idea is that hypotheses that get virtually no support at all, compared with alternatives, get eliminated from the field of serious hypotheses; it might also be that, when any of us is very uncertain about a family of hypothesis H - e.g. when (in Levi's formulation) our state of mind is best represented by a family of personal probability functions which assign a wide range of values to each of the members of the family - then learning which hypotheses are supported by our evidence, and how much support they get, might get us to move to a state of somewhat less uncertainty: we might trim the set of functions to those that give more weight to the hypotheses that enjoy comparatively greatest support. 

From this point of view, Sober's project seems to be partly well-motivated, and partly misconceived. Even if one thinks that we each carry around a probability distribution or a family of such - and especially if one does not think this - it might be useful to have a more-or-less intersubjective notion of support. And Sober is right to think that it is pointless to limit this notion to the single case in which the evidence describes an outcome and the hypothesis is one about the chance set-up that produced that outcome. Evidence about one outcome can support a prediction about the next one; evidence about a chance set-up can surely support a prediction about what the outcomes will be; a reasonable notion of support should apply to all of these cases. Where Sober goes wrong is in thinking that every one of them can be assimilated to likelihoods. Think of a chance set-up and two of its outcomes as a fork-shaped (Reichenbachian, not culinary) diagram with the set-up on the bottom. Then any support arrow running down a side of the triangle is well accounted for by likelihoods. We saw earlier how badly things work out when you try to measure how much a statement about the chance set-up supports a prediction of an outcome by calculating the likelihood of the outcome - i.e. the probability of the chance set-up given the outcome: support arrows running upward along a side of the triangle should evidently be measured by forward probabilities, i.e. by the chance of the outcome given the set-up. And what about arrows running along the top? Well, here the obvious idea is to see them as in some way a sum of downward and upwards arrows: seeing 68 heads supports the hypothesis that the bias is .75, and this in turn supports the prediction of a head on the next toss. The question is, whether we can combine the two very different kinds of support represented by downward and upwards arrows to produce anything meaningful, or indeed even coherent. 

Although any attempt to combine our two kinds of support might remind us of a famous disaster in Hempel - the demonstration that the special and converse consequence conditions allow every bit of evidence to support every hypothesis - there is in fact a simple (perhaps, simple-minded) way to go about it which we can be sure will not lead to anything particularly outlandish. This is to take a cue from the fact that the ordinary likelihood ratio of two hypotheses is just what a Bayesian who assigned equal priors to some exhaustive and mutually exclusive set of hypotheses that included the two in question would calculate as the ratio of their posterior probabilities: if p  is our Bayesian's uniform prior, then for evidence E, and hypotheses H, H', L(H|E))/L(H'|E) = p  (H|E))/ p  (H'|E). This suggests that we might measure the degree of support that any outcome O gives to a hypothesis H by normalizing the likelihoods to add to 1: this is numerically the same as setting the support O gives H to be p  (H|O). We have now moved from talking about comparative support to a non-comparative notion of degree of support; our degrees of support are now however relative to a choice of a family of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses - to a partition. Likelihoodists frequently resist the idea of assigning absolute degrees of support to hypotheses just because of this relativity to partitions: it encourages meaningless comparisons between hypotheses that are members of different partitions, and in fact leads to inconsistencies when one hypothesis is a member of two partitions. But it seems to me that so long as we are always clear which partitions we have in mind, and avoid comparisons across partitions, then we have avoided these dangers, and there will remain no real objection to speaking of degrees of support, and measuring them by p  . The advantage of doing so is that when I know the chance of O given H, then I will set p  (O|H) to be that chance; so p  (O|H) will also be a reasonable measure of how much support an hypothesis H about the bias gives to a prediction of an outcome O. And then for two outcomes O, O' a natural way to combine our downward and upwards arrows to measure how much support O gives to O' is to set it as the sum of the supports each of the competing H’ gives to O’, each weighted by the support of H’ on O: i.e.  H’p  (H’|O)p  (O'|H’). This formula reduces to the forward probability of O' on H when there is only one hypothesis H about the bias; when there is more than one H' but they are all equally likely, it reduces to an average of the forward probabilities of O' on the various H', weighting them all equally, which seems reasonable enough. Of course our formula is numerically identical with p  (O'|O); the numerical values of support we are recommending are thus across the board those given by the ‘neutral’ prior p  . A Bayesian might read all this as meaning that we have simply decided to be Bayesians - in fact, naive Laplacean Bayesians- but this would be unfair. What we are offering is not a theory of how to change our minds, but one about support; namely, that an appropriate measure of how much evidence supports a hypothesis is numerically equal to the degree of belief someone who started out from a particular neutral position would end up assigning to the hypothesis. 

Note well that we say a particular neutral position. In this picture, one hypothesis is better supported than another only relative to a partition of hypotheses. There has always been a certain amount of relativity in the standard approach, but not as much as in ours. In the standard approach, the question 'which hypothesis is best supported?' can get only a partition-relative answer. The same A which is most likely in one partition may not show up at all in some other partition; or it may be neither identical with nor incompatible with the B which is most likely in another partition. By contrast, in the standard approach the likelihood ratio of any pair of hypotheses is not relative to a choice of partition. In the present approach, even a comparison between the degrees of support of a pair of hypotheses is relative to a partition. Whether we count one prediction about the next toss as better supported than another depends on how we partition the hypotheses about the bias; more generally, even when we are judging the comparative support of a pair of hypotheses about outcomes of a chance set-up, our calculations will depend on a partition, not of hypotheses about the outcomes, but of hypotheses about the parameters of the chance set-up. 

How objectionable is all this relativity? As concerns the traditional domain of likelihoods - the downward arrows in our fork - the partition-relativity makes little difference. For mutually incompatible H, H', we calculate the same support ratio as the traditional method does, independently of what partition we count H, H' part of. It is true that the traditional approach allows us to calculate a support ratio even when H and H' are not incompatible, and our approach finds no place for this, but this ratio is not one that shows up much, if ever, in practice. Where the relativity is more serious is as concerns the arrow across the top, and here some such relativity appears to be unavoidable: no one ever dealt with straight induction without introducing some favored division of hypotheses somewhere along the line. If it turns out that we can expect intersubjective agreement about what partition is appropriate to any particular problem situation - of course this is a big 'if' - then I would not worry overmuch about the relativity to partitions: in particular, I would not worry that such relativity threatens to make our assessments of support 'non-objective,' whatever that might mean. I will return to this at the end, but first let us see some examples. 
                            
                           IV 

The first example is straight induction. If we are guessing how much support a run of m heads and n tails gives to the hypothesis that the next toss will be a head, the natural partition of hypotheses about the causes is the set of all possible biasses, and the idea of treating any pair of biasses as supported by our observations in the ratio of their likelihoods suggests that what we want in this continuous case is the uniform distribution. The support to the hypothesis that the next toss will be a head is just p  (next head| m heads and n tails so far) where p  is the uniform distribution over the biasses, and where for example p  (the next toss will be a head| the bias is 6:1 for tails) is 1/7. This leads to a support ratio of m+1, n+1 for the pair of hypotheses (next toss heads, next toss tails); Laplace’s number, though here interpreted as a ratio of supports rather than a ratio of posteriors. 

Our second example is other minds. Placing you and me at the top of the fork, and the various hypotheses about our common ancestors at the bottom, the calculations here move down and then up the fork: the evidence of human behavior and my mind gives likelihood (downward) support to a hypothesis about our common ancestors, and this in turn supports (upward)) a hypothesis about you. Relativity to partitions is right on the surface here: everything depends on what hypotheses about our ancestors you consider, and how you group them. I will stick with Sober’s assumption about the existence of a genetically homogeneous common 'ancestor'; as it turns out, we can dispense with the assumption that it was in that ancestor that our bloodlines last met. A useful way to divide up the possibilities is, first, according to whether or not the ancestor exhibited minded behavior; and if he (or they) did, whether it was caused by a mind or by some other mechanism - this makes for three hypotheses in all. In addition, each of these can be subdivided according to whether having a mind is strongly heritable or not and also whether the alternative mechanism, in the hypotheses according to which there is one, is strongly heritable or not. Of all of these the most likely by far is that according to which our ancestor had a mind and it was strongly heritable - this is the one that gives the greatest probability not only to my having a mind but to the fact that mindedly behaving people tend to have mindedly behaving offspring. It is most likely because, first, all the alternatives in which our ancestor did not exhibit minded behavior, or did so in virtue of some other mechanism, require the emergence of mind somewhere along the way: but the rarity of minded behavior outside our species suggests that this is improbable on any of the hypotheses. And second, because among the hypotheses in which our ancestor had a mind, the alternatives in which mind is strongly heritable make my having a mind more probable than alternatives according to which it isn't, so they are more likely. Turning now to the argument 'upward' from chance hypothesis to whether you have a mind, we need to consider the conditional probability, given your behavior, that you have a mind, as calculated according to the various hypotheses. In some of the stories you inherit whatever mechanism produced minded behavior in our common ancestor - a mind or some alternative. The other stories involve substitution across the generations of one mechanism for another: there was a failure of transmission of, e.g. mind between two of your ancestors, but fortunately a cause of minded behavior appeared later in your lineage (and not much later: if there was a long gap in your ancestry in which there was no minded behavior - a Dark Age indeed! - it is hard to see how your ancestors survived against all their mindedly-behaving competitors). Under each hypothesis any 'cross-over' or new-emergence story will be pretty improbable; the hypothesis that our ancestor had a strongly heritable mind and the hypothesis that he had a strongly heritable something-else assign equal probabilities to, respectively, your having a mind and your having something else, but the first is weighted much higher by the likelihoods calculation. So, combining everything, I do have reason to attribute a mind to you. 

This qualitative estimate of support is of course sensitive to how we partition the hypotheses about our ancestors. Suppose first that instead of looking at the first hominids, we go further back and look at some even earlier group of presumably non-mindedly-behaving primate ancestors of ours. We will now need to alter our argument, first by eliminating all hypotheses in which our ancestor behaved in a minded way. All the remaining hypotheses will require an uninherited mind to appear somewhere along the line; the most likely hypotheses are those according to which mind is strongly heritable. Of these, the version in which some other mechanism is also strongly inheritable may be somewhat more likely than the version in which there is no alternative or one that is not easily inherited: the former gives a smaller probability to my having a mind, but a greater probability to all the minded behavior we see around us, since such behavior is more probable if there are two mechanisms available to produce it. But this is swamped by differences in the forward probabilities: however heritable the alternative mechanism might be, the probability of one spontaneous evolution of a mind is much greater than two spontaneous evolutions, one of mind and one of the alternative mechanism. 

Suppose instead we looked later rather than earlier: suppose we took as our various hypotheses various claims about what was in our common gene pool back in, say, 30,000 BC, and so at a time when our ancestors were already behaving mindedly. This time we will find it difficult to compare the likelihood of there having been both minds and an alternative mechanism with that of there having been minds alone: the first alternative would make my mind more probable than the second, but the second might do about as well at producing all the minded behavior we see around us. In any case the difference in likelihood isn't really significant. And this time the upward probabilities won't be decisive: the improbability of spontaneous evolutions of new mechanisms plays no significant role here. So under this choice of a partition, there isn't much support for your having a mind. This is disappointing indeed, but before despairing, notice that this last partition might be held to violate a general principle that tells us not to ignore such information about chances as we have. We are pretty sure that the chance of two mechanisms for minded behavior appearing in a non-mindedly behaving population is much smaller than the chance of one such evolution. This is an important part of our information, but setting up the partition in 30,000 BC gives us no way to make use of it. It seems to me that this violates a plausible maxim for setting up reasonable partitions: to do it in such a way that all relevant information about chances can enter our calculations. And this brings us back to what I think is the best hope for the entire approach: that other general principles might be found which would allow the choice of partitions to be less arbitrary. Our goal here might not be objectivity so much as intersubjectivity: it may be more important that whatever procedures we use in calculating support be acceptable to everyone than that they be the right ones in the sense that they have the greatest chance of leading to the truth (as if anything could ever show that). Certainly to ask for agreement on which partition to use is to ask less than to ask agreement on priors. 





                     Footnotes 

* I am grateful to Elliott Sober for detailed responses to earlier drafts of this paper. This is not to say that he endorses anything I say here. 

1. This isn't entirely straightforward. If there were well-defined 'prior' probabilities for all possible mechanisms that might cause your behavior, then p(your behavior | some mechanism other than your having a mind) is an average of the various p(your behavior| Z) for all the particular mechanisms Z, and therefore < p(your behavior| you have a mind). I myself think that, even in the absence of well-defined priors, this fact ought to be enough to allow one to say that your having a mind is in a good sense more likely than the hypothesis of some other mechanism, but a very strict likelihoodist might balk at this. 

2. The difficulty arises from a form of Simpson's paradox: even though each hypothesis of the form 'x% of S were minded' presumably screens off A from B, we cannot conclude that -X screens A off from B: that will depend on such probabilities as p(x% of S were minded|-X). Sober pointed out to me, however, that there are two special features of this case that allow a generalization of Reichenbach's argument to go through: first, each hypothesis of the form 'x% of S were minded' does screen off A from B, and second, p(A|x% of S were minded)=p(B|x% of S were minded), for each x. From these, one can imitate Reichenbach's argument to show p(A|B)>p(A). 

3. About the interpretation of, e.g. p(B|X). I am supposing that Sober's calculation is supposed to take account of all the evidence. p(B|X) should not be thought of numerically equal to the chance of a descendant of X (so many generations removed) having a mind, but as the chance of such a descendant who behaves as you do having a mind: i.e. as the ratio ch(a descendant has a mind and behaves mindedly|X)/ch(a descendant has a mind). This applies throughout. 

4. That rough estimates of likelihoods can be good enough is a point on which I am in agreement with Sober, as would be, I think, most likelihoodists. Sometimes the insistence of likelihoodists that we use 'objective' probabilities in statistical reasoning is read as an insistence that we use in statistical reasoning only numbers that are known with precision, but I think this is a misunderstanding. A likelihoodist's complaint against Bayesianism is not that we cannot get precise enough about the appropriate probabilities; it is that the numbers a Bayesian uses - subjective degrees of belief - are the wrong sorts of numbers. I see no reason why a likelihoodist who claimed to have some vague knowledge about the right sorts of numbers - e.g. about chances - could not use this knowledge in statistical reasoning: he might say, for example, that the likelihood of one hypothesis, though not known with precision, was plainly a good deal greater than another. 

5. Here's a specious answer to this question: use likelihoods to estimate p(A|X). The trouble is that likelihoods are supposed to be a measure of support; if there is a likelihood-based way of arguing from outcomes to a conclusion about the nature of a chance set-up, we haven't seen it, from Sober or anyone else. 
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